
 

 

New Sabrosa 
 

Lyrics 
Light particles of numerical illumination. 

The coronation is almost here. 

A new monarch for an old planet. 

Or is it an old monarch for a new commonwealth? 

We are back in the world of an accomplished pioneer. 

 

People from near and far will visit the shrine of calculation. 

Emancipation from ignorance and limitation. 

Letters and symbols, the carriers of technology. 

Uniformity, self-assurance, psychology. 

 

There will be no precedent for such a transition. 

A galaxy of zeros and ones. 

They are the coat of arms, unique royal line, master of the digital realm. 

Can’t you see the change before your eyes? 

A palace for a modern king. 

 

Meaning 
The song is about how the impostor sets up his HQ in the birthplace of Ferdinand Magellan. 

It also references the Knowledge Racer indirectly: “Light particles of numerical illumination.” It 

refers to the importance of technology: “Emancipation from ignorance and limitation. Letters 

and symbols, the carriers of technology.” 

There is an indirect reference to Sabrosa: “We are back in the world of an accomplished 

pioneer.” The song is titled “New Sabrosa” because it is the intent of the impostor to turn 

Sabrosa into the technology capital of the world in the 21st century. The lyric, “A palace for a  



 

 

 

modern king,” is a hint that, the impostor intends to build a palace for himself in Sabrosa as 

testament to his wealth and fame. The lyric, “People from near and far will visit the shrine of 

calculation,” suggests that Sabrosa will become a tourist attraction, partly because Infinite 

Storm Computer will be located there (assuming the impostor succeeds in his plan) but also 

because of the existence of the palace that will be located there (a contemporary “Versailles,” 

so to speak). Impostor wants to deceive the world that he is the “true” descendent of 

Ferdinand Magellan. 

 


